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Who remembers manually reviewing 
code for style errors?



Now imagine journalists
In a similar situation
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One of the world’s leading news 
organisations recognised 
internationally for its authority, 
integrity and accuracy.

Financial TImes



Roula Khalaf, Editor of the Financial Times

“While AI may assist, articles will continue to 
be written and reported by our journalists.”
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01 Definition of a LLM



AI Is a set of tools

AI

Supervised learning
(labelling things)



Supervised learning

Spam?



AI Is a set of tools

AI

Supervised learning
(labelling things)

Gen AI



I Love eating
Prompt LLM OUtput

Doughnuts



Prompt engineering

So, how do you craft a good 
prompt?



Prompt engineering is an empirical 
science that involves iterating and 
testing prompts to optimise 
performance.



Define the task
Summarise an 
FT article into 
bullet points

Prompt
Development 
lifecycle
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Define the task
Summarise an 
FT article into 
bullet points

Evaluate prompt

Summarise the 
following article 
into 5 concise 
bullet points 
highlighting key 
information.

Craft prompt

Collect a diverse 
set of FT articles 
summarised by 
journalists to 
evaluate the AI’s 
output

Refine prompt
Refine your prompt 
to include 
instructions like 
“Include main points 
on economic 
impact.”

Prompt
Development 
lifecycle



02 THE AI Playground



The AI Playground empowers 
journalists to explore and leverage 
LLMs with FT content, fostering 
creativity and innovation.



AI Playground

Search FT Content
Journalists can 
search our 
extensive FT 
content library
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AI Playground

Craft unique Prompts
Journalists can craft unique 
prompts and remix FT 
content into new formats and 
applications of AI.

Search FT Content
Journalists can share 
and implement 
successful prompts 
with one another

Share
Journalists can 
search our 
extensive FT 
content library



03 Practical Example



Meet 
scoop - 

the 
journalist



https://docs.google.com/file/d/1X2a3Al7OzwRpdlQ8kwrXx2rJdfDsf_vg/preview


Great, we’re done right?!



Refine the Prompt
How can Scoop improve the 
quality of her LLM generated 
output?



01
Role Prompting

Scoop primes the LLM to 
take on the role of an 
experienced FT journalist.



You are a very experienced journalist at 

the Financial Times focusing on British 

politics. (01)



02
Allow the LLM to Fail

Scoop teaches the LLM 
that it is allowed to fail.



Please answer the following question to 

the best of your ability. If you are unsure 

or don’t have enough information to 

provide a confident answer, simply say 

“I don’t know” or “I’m not sure”. (02)



03
Few-shot examples

Scoop provides the LLM with a 
few well crafted examples to 
guide the LLMs responses.



Here are some good examples:

<example>Example 1</example>

<example>Example 2</example>

<example>Example 3</example> (03)



04
Chain of thought
Scoop allows the LLM to think 
through the problem 
step-by-step before providing 
a final answer.



Before answering the question, please 

think about it step-by-step within 

<thinking></thinking> tags. Then, provide 

your final answer within 

<answer></answer> tags. (04)



You are a very experienced journalist at the Financial Times focusing on British politics. (01)

<initial prompt>

Please answer the following question to the best of your ability. If you are unsure or don’t 
have enough information to provide a confident answer, simply say “I don’t know” or “I’m not 
sure”. (02)

Here are some good examples:
<example>Example 1</example>
<example>Example 2</example>
<example>Example 3</example> (03)

Before answering the question, please think about it step-by-step within 
<thinking></thinking> tags. Then, provide your final answer within <answer></answer> tags. 
(04)



04 Result



What are the limits of a LLM in 
writing like an FT Journalist?



Key 
learnings

Saves Time in Early Writing Stages
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Key 
learnings

Saves Time in Early Writing Stages

Assistant Role, Not Replacement

Irreplaceable Human elements



“The irreplaceable human touch, 
critical thinking, ethical judgement, 
and nuanced understanding - 
remains at the core of high-quality 
journalism and this cannot be 
replaced by LLMs.”
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